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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

T

hroughout my tenure as President
of the BCITSA Student Council
(2013/2014), I have had the
pleasure of seeing what our students
can dream and can accomplish. This
year marked a special year for the
Student Association as we had our
Grand Opening of our SA building. Past
executives listened to students, discussed
options with them, and formed a vision
and a dream of what our presence here
on campus could look like.

several student’s work to ensure that
we accomplish our goals. It is from this
inspiration that we take great pleasure
in contributing to the vision set out in
this strategic plan. It has allowed us
to be a part of the legacy and leave
inspiring dreams for future students to
work towards.
The power of students is a strong belief
of the Association. It is our members —
the students of BCIT — that continue to
lead the direction of this organization.
This strategic vision presented here
for 2014-2019 is a reflection of current
student dreams and governance; built
from different student voices, and
visions for the future.

Every student executive leaves a legacy
for future generations to work towards,
and it’s so inspiring to see what impact
students can make; to see dreams
carried on, and have the hands of

The growth of this organization has
been rapid, and has built tremendous
momentum that will continue to
energize all the students who find the
opportunity to be a part of it.

Rebecca Davidson,
President

A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

T

h e adoption of the strategic
visioning process created a level
of continuity and accountability,
and gave the Association goals to
obtain. Council ensured that the voice
of students was well represented
keeping our strategic focus relevant,
and for that we are extremely grateful.
With a plan in hand, management was
able to create an excellent foundation
for the Association. With sound fiscal

structure, effective processes, and a
very organic organizational culture,
the Association has been able to
deliver its many strategies over the
years. From a small group of 20
employees in 2001 to a strong team
close to 100 in 2014, staff respond
quickly to students’ needs, ensuring
the relevancy of our offerings.
In the last 5 years, BCITSA has greatly
contributed to the BCIT community.
With a contribution of $2.5 million
to BCIT, the Association was able to
take over the 3rd floor of SE2 and
build the BCITSA Childcare Centre.
We renovated a multitude of student
spaces, and ensured that the voice
of students was heard through
our governance, advocacy and

student representation. We delivered
programs and events to increase
student engagement and their welfare.
Although much has been accomplished,
of which all involved should be proud,
I look forward to the next 5 years, and
projects such as the redevelopment of
our student services to include a career
centre and the expansion of our services
to meet part time students’ needs. It is
exciting to see what the future will hold
not only for the Association, but the
BCIT community as a whole.

Caroline Gagnon,
Director
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Understanding our Past to Redefine our Future

I

n past years, BCITSA has worked towards achieving various objectives which brought relevant student-centered programs
and services to BCIT students. Major accomplishments include: taking possession of the 3rd floor of SE2 allowing the
redevelopment of the second floor for student study space; the re-opening of the BCITSA Childcare Centre; the exponential
growth of student engagement through program involvement and club engagement; the renovation of a multitude
of student lounge spaces at the various BCIT campuses; the expansion of services at our satellite campuses; profitable
businesses; strong advocacy on campus through individual advocacy and through our governance; and countless successful
student programs and events. Our successes and failures have made the Association what it is today.

April 2014: Outdoor student
space is developed at ATC
November 2013: Council
approves the expansion of
programs for part-time students

August 2013: Renovation of the
Downtown student lounge

January 2013: Opening of the
BCITSA Childcare Centre

January 2014: Council sanctions
its 37th student club

September 2013: Opening of
the SE2 student study space;
BCITSA office at DTC
April 2013: Election of the first
Downtown Campus (DTC) Chair
position

2010 - 2011: Renovations of 5
student lounges (SW9, NE1, NE8,
SW3, Great Hall)

August 2011: Expansion of the
outreach programs for satellite
campuses

September 2009: BCITSA
President becomes a voting
student representative on BCIT
Board of Governors

January 2010: Students vote in
favour of establishing a student
lounge capital levy

September 2007: Opening of
the BCITSA office at ATC

September 2009: VP Student
Affairs becomes a voting
student representative on BCIT
Educational Council

April 2007 - Election of the first
Aerospace Technology Campus
(ATC) Chair position

May 2007: Master Agreement
negotiated with BCIT

September 2005: Open the
Advocacy office with a dedicated
Advocate to assist students;
Renovation of The Stand
September 2001: 4 student
clubs exist on Campus; Students
approve the addition of the
Student Extended Health & Dental
Program

4

MILESTONES

June 2005: Take over
operations of the pub on
September 2004: Opening of
U-connect resource centre
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Understanding our Past

T

hese accomplishments were made possible through the diligence and hard work of everyone involved with BCITSA,
from staff members to the many student executives and councillors who have served on our board with sound guidance.
Students bring with them the numerous dreams that make BCIT’s experience a memorable one. It is expected that this
passion for the future will continue to exist for the next phase. BCITSA is an important stakeholder on campus. We have
delivered on all of our promises to the community and are committed to continue doing so. Council reaffirms its commitment
to students as following:

VISION

To unite the students of today into a strong and
vibrant community while providing them with the
best possible services to aid them in their success.

MISSION

To be an advocate for students and provide services,
which are student-centered, responsible, and proactive
in supporting and enhancing the quality of student life.

VALUES
•
•
•
•
•

The power of students
Client satisfaction is #1
Providing a safe, inclusive and accessible environment
Maximizing value through efficient use of resources
Transparency in our processes

enhancing student life
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Environmental Implications
BCITSA needs to understand
its relation to the surrounding
environment, in order to establish
proper strategies and further
create a strong and vibrant
community. While the Association
may continue to be impacted
by various internal or external
pressures, many opportunities still
exist to help the Association work
towards its vision. Environmental
implications may impact the future
of the Association, so a better
understanding of each, and how to
use them in our favour, will provide
a greater level of certainty.

Financial Restrictions

I

t is essential to review and understand
how financial pressures affect BCITSA, as
they significantly impact the Association’s
ability to serve its mission. Since BCITSA
depends primarily on student fees to
continue its level of operation, BCITSA
is highly dependent on BCIT to attract
and retain student populations. Student
registration levels influence student fees,
and also sales revenues from BCITSA
retail and food operations. If there are
fewer students on campus, there is
less spending in these areas. Students
already have limited extra income, and
there is a significant level of competition
for the BCITSA-operated retail and
food operation on and off campus. The

6

Organizational Growth
expansion of franchise operations on
campus has created additional pressures
on our operations. BCIT will be renewing its
food services contract in 2018 which may
create uncertainty for our revenue centres.
Externally, student registration levels are
influenced by the health of the economy. In
the years when the BC economy was soft,
we noticed an influx of people upgrading
their skills, which translated to an increased
level of BCITSA fees. BCIT is taking
significant actions in establishing itself as
a leader in providing job-ready graduates
and being part of the economic growth
of British Columbia. If realized, these
actions should help with registration levels.

B

CITSA has grown exponentially over
these past years, including the acquisition
of the SE2 - 3rd floor, redevelopment of the
2nd floor, and building and operating the
BCITSA Childcare Centre. Consequently,
adjustments to our operations were
necessary. BCITSA remains a small nonprofit organization and every time a major
project is created, the Association requires
time to adjust. With 60% of the Association’s
expenses linked to human resources,
it is essential that BCITSA continues to
practice sound and conservative financial
practices in order to remain strong.

www.bcitsa.ca

Environmental Implications

Relationship with BCIT

B

CIT leadership also significantly impacts the Association. BCITSA and BCIT continue
to benefit mutually from a positive and effective relationship for the past five years
resulting in the Association’s ability to provide more services to its members. Although
we remain an autonomous organization, the Association’s ability to enhance student
life and expand its services depends greatly on BCIT’s willingness to work with BCITSA.
Previous notable successes positively impact how BCIT perceives the Association.
BCITSA is a sound business partner that can help shape the Institute. By working with
BCIT, while still maintaining our autonomy, everyone in the BCIT community wins.

Organizational Culture

T

hough many uncertainties may affect the Association, many opportunities ease
these uncertainties. This statement remains powerful for our organization. BCITSA
is known to have an adaptive and responsive organizational culture, which has
helped to mitigate environmental pressures over the years, while taking advantage
of opportunities as they arise. Over the years, BCITSA’s ability to quickly respond to
student needs and adapt our services accordingly has served our mission well. Our
active Board enables staff to propose changes and respond to students’ needs faster.
We anticipate these major factors will continue to help the Association meets its goal
of enhancing the quality of student life. Further, the transparency and efficiency of our
administrative processes provides assurance to Council. These practices have served the
Association well to ensure that management receives informed support from Council.

Student Population

A
“Though many
uncertainties
may affect the
Association, many
opportunities
ease these
uncertainties.”

lthough BCIT’s student population is very diverse, students have significant
commonalities. Lack of time, for example, represents a significant barrier for engaging
with programs and activities on campus. This common thread running throughout
student life remains a challenge for the Association, however other opportunities may be
possible. For example, with the significant growth in international students, BCITSA may
be able to provide more services to international students that focus on to their specific
needs. In addition, the part-time population is a strong voice on campus with over
20,000 part-time students yearly. We have not been able to provide direct engagement
with them, but with additional resources approved for September 2014, the Association
now has an opportunity to activate significant efforts in catering to part-time students.

Government Influence

T

he provincial government has the potential to significantly impact how the
Association’s operates. Although not directly influencing the Association’s dayto-day operations, BC government has made decisions in the past (i.e. Upass BC
program) which have spurred the Association to create new initiatives. As educational
funding decreases, we anticipate that government will ask post-secondary institutions
to become more innovative on how they deliver their education programs. We are
seeing BCIT respond to these new ways of operating through the combined campus
with VCC. It is essential that BCITSA better understand the future agenda of the
government in order to ready our organization for any adjustments if required.

enhancing student life
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Environmental Implications

Satellite Nature of BCIT

S

ince BCITSA aims to provide services to all students, we
also acknowledge the challenges associated with the
decentralization of BCIT. A significant number of students
are located at other campuses, increasing the challenge
of providing relevant services to all students. Though it is
logistically challenging, connecting with students who are
attending satellite campuses is easier to accomplish on account
of the smaller campus sizes and specificity of their programs.

The Future of Education

B

CIT is presently developing a 30-year education plan. While there
are no certainties, we can assume that there will be a shift on
how education will be delivered. These past years, there has been a
growth in distance education which may indicate that traditional way
of delivering education may be something of the past. Students are
looking for hands-on experience that makes them job-ready. The
level of classroom training may not be as significant as it is today.
Consequently, BCITSA will need to adapt to these changes by
modifying the delivery of its services if we want to remain relevant for
students. We will need to anticipate new ways of engaging students.

“BCITSA will need to adapt to changes by
modifying the delivery of its services.”

8
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What does the
future hold
for BCITSA?

With the guidance of our student leaders, in conjunction with the management
team, the following strategies are determined according to the Association’s
respective functions. As an increasingly dynamic association, some of these
projects have already been initiated in support of our long-term vision.

2014

Advocacy and Governance
Connection to Members

Student Services and Programming

2019

Revenue Centres

Our Employees and the Association

enhancing student life
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The Future of BCITSA

Advocacy and Governance
BCITSA Council consists of a strong and vibrant board that guides the future of the Association. They provide direction
for the Association, and have a powerful voice in other arenas affecting students, from government relations to external
relationships with various stakeholders. Student representatives at all levels of involvement are well-versed in the affairs
of the Institute and student politics, therefore, the BCITSA Council is able to better represent their constituency by:

P

roviding
opportunities
for
all
student
constituencies to be represented. With an
inclusive model, all students can feel part of the BCIT
student community.

H

elping to support better processes for BCIT
students by maintaining positive relationships
with the diverse BCIT stakeholders (i.e. BOG, EdCo,
Alumni, BCGEU, FSA).

D

eveloping and providing relevant and consistent
training for all student representatives (set reps,
councillors, board members) according to their
respective function. These training opportunities
create an engaged student body which is integrated
within BCITSA‘s structure. This integration reinforces
the voice of students on campus by engaging the
larger student population to be part of the discussion
related to student issues.

B

eing an integral part of the discussion at the
different levels of government as it relates
to student issues. BCITSA Council establishes
relationships with other student groups that share
similar values to those of BCITSA.

“All students can feel
part of the BCIT student
community.”

10
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Connection to
to Members
Members
Connection

Our connection to the students is pertinent to students’ needs and successes. Through the voice
of student representatives, students’ needs are heard and communicated. Our brand and image is
recognizable by students and is used to increase student engagement in the following ways:

U

sing various means of communication to reach our
diverse student population including: a strong online
presence through our website, social media channels and
electronic newsletter, a monthly student-made cultural
publication (Link Magazine), and face-to-face interaction.
Through these means, BCITSA communications become the
prime medium for the day-to-day life of BCIT students on
and off campus.

H

aving Student Executives be the voice of the Association
and speak on behalf of the larger student populations.
Executives use this privilege to ensure that students’ voices
are heard. By establishing a strong connection between
Council and students, the view of students can be better
represented.

E

nsuring that all communication matches the Association’s
brand message.

enhancing student life
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The Future of BCITSA

Student Services and Programming
BCITSA is a strong stakeholder in the delivery of student services on all BCIT campuses, while remaining true to its
mission of being student-centered, responsible and proactive. The Association becomes a business partner on campus
as it relates to student services offerings, and we organically evaluate services to ensure continuous improvement of
our offering including:

1

Providing engagement opportunities for
part-time students. With a larger number of
part-time students, BCITSA provides services and
programs specific to their needs. With extended
hours of operations and program development
focusing on part-time students, services are available
to all BCIT students.

2

5

Providing services both in-person and
online. To ensure that all students have the
ability to engage in student life, the Association
continues to develop online strategies for
expanding our reach. A strong online presence
allows us to connect with more students as
it relates to programs and services. Various
publications and programs, such as tutoring,
will be made increasingly more available to all
students.

Offering a state-of-the-art Career Centre for
all BCIT students. As a positive support for the
BCIT student community, BCITSA provides relevant
and engaging support and services to students for
career placement. With strong ties to employers,
BCITSA provides opportunities for students and
local, national and international employers to
connect. Working with BCIT and its existing services,
the BCITSA Career Centre enhances what is currently
offered on campus.

3

Providing additional childcare services on
campus. By expanding upon our successful
childcare centre, we provide greater opportunities
for campus members.

4

Building upon student advocacy programs,
which are an integral part of campus life.
The advocacy centre’s prime function is to educate,
provide support to students, and place a strong
emphasis on self-advocacy while building on the
success of previous years. It works in conjunction with
BCIT initiatives. Students are aware and understand
their roles and responsibilities while on campus, and
advocates assist students in negotiating the diverse
institutional policies. The advocacy centre has a
strong voice as it relates to BCIT’s obligations and
policies.

12
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The Future of BCITSA

“BCITSA provides its members the opportunity to achieve
a substantial level of physical and mental wellbeing.”

6

Supporting students in health
and wellness with strong
efforts made to ensure that health
and wellness programs are offered
on campus. Working in collaboration
with other stakeholders, BCITSA
provides its members the opportunity
to achieve a substantial level of
physical and mental wellbeing.

7

Continuing
our
efforts to enhance
informal student spaces
while engaging with the BCIT
community. With continuous
financial commitment, we
create small projects with
significant value to students.

8

Providing services to students
attending satellite campuses
with the same relevancy as those in
Burnaby. As BCIT expands programs to
satellite campuses, BCITSA understands
the significant and specific needs for
each of these campuses, and thus
continues to offer what is truly needed
for these respective students.

A

enhancing student life
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The Future of BCITSA

Revenue Centres

A

s part of its core services, BCITSA currently operates a number of retail operations including Professor Mugs Pub,
The Stand and Geared Up stores. The primary goal of these operations is to provide students with options, such
as affordable food, within the restriction of our contractual obligation with BCIT. Although we label these operations as
revenue centres, we remain sensitive to the goal of generating additional revenue from these operations. These services
are currently not subsidized by student fees and will remain this way. These operations generate sufficient revenues and
do not place additional cost to the Association. These operations are efficiently managed following our belief of offering
a significant value service while ensuring financial viability of these services as such:

Working

with BCIT in creating a better retail and food experience
on campus. Recognizing the need for both parties to meet
its financial obligations, plus new and creative ways of
developing to ensure that the community wins at the end.

Developing

a catering alternative on campus following the renovations of
SE2 and the expansion of student clubs and events.BCITSA
understands that contractual obligations exist, as does the
significant opportunity to leverage our existing operations
and facilities.

Providing

a better food experience on campus by renovating and
modernizing Professor Mugs pub which would provide a
more flexible and welcoming experience, while remaining
profitable.

Ensuring

retail operations remain a beacon on campus. Their unified
brand and level of services represent strength for the
Association. As the operation that interacts most with students,
the retail stores become one of the avenues where BCITSA
engages with students. Its flexibility to operate enhances the
student experience.

Maximizing

revenue by developing long lasting external relationships to
benefit the overall operation functions while building industry
relationships. From expanding our sponsorship and vending
program, these new revenue opportunities support BCITSA’s
goal of enhancing programs and services.

14
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The Future of BCITSA

Our Employees and the Association

E

mployees are the reason why the Association is able to provide a multitude of successful
services. Employees are the continuity factor that make our aspirations a reality while creating
an organizational culture that is unique. Their professionalism and dedication to customer services
ensures that BCITSA continually works towards its vision. They value and understand students
experience and needs, and support BCITSA’s values and mission statements. The Association’s
culture of flexibility and adaptability is only possible because of excellent employees believing in
this vision. BCITSA reassures this by:

Providing adequate
resources for staff to
meet their professional
goals and career
advancement while
providing training
opportunities that meet
their existing and future
needs.

Providing sufficient
technological and
working tools to
ensure that staff and
students are able
to meet their job
requirements.

Encouraging employees
to develop their own
ideas for the growth of
the Association. This
flexibility not only creates
a sense of renewal for
their position but also
ownership towards
the success of the
Association.

Celebrating employees’
successes, and
embrace the unique
organizational culture.

“Employees are the continuity factor that make our
aspirations a reality.”

enhancing student life
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